
From “Silts” 
 
 
 
  



- 
 
 
O eye 
 of uprightness, the graphic presence 
on my shoulder conceals 
I’m wincer, 
Grown of moonlegs—  
I 
umber. Suspicions are buildings, Sweetheart, 
petals, 
 imploding 
into categories. Like when oil rainbows tell me  
you’re leaving 
for the lack  
of town, how I split 
 An apple 
with  
 A doe in the grove we never settled 
 
on. How questions 
pressure what moroseness 
proudly presents: 

Glance gone wrong:  
 
long sequences of feeding  
as these lines over- 

pronate,  
politely step down to part- 
time 
 copperstrippers. 

 
Who enters anywhere 

but in secret,  
sauntering? The War is on everywhere tonight blasting 

in a spiral 
and I’m losing  
everything  
in a spiral blast 
 
 
  



- 
 
 
Screaming at my sillgrown 
creeper, 
      the neighbor’s anonymity is loudest at dark. 
 The discussion 
lingers on a print so fine 

and well-adjusted 
to the culture we venture  

with spoonbills  
at low tide, 
 
into a movie’s thickness. This is life itself 
speaking from the island. Are you home? 
 
Are you taking drastic cues? 
 
Sewers tutored me in waders, 
after a mauler’s tangle had me roaming 
in a bar off a county line. 
The wren’s 
 
defense is found dead from overwork there,  
smiling at everyone like everyone 
And that should make us feel 
involved. 

O poorest of the rich, 
you own a river now 
of bleach wandering an empty  

hall widening  
 
into a range of colors and sizes. 
 
I’m still  
what that means, hyper- 
into this 
. Still expecting me later:  
a  
cerebrum I could graph in my thinnest 
of sleeps. 
 
 
  



- 
 
 
April needs 
Opening 
 before crowds  
were commanders 
in matching jackets,  
their sashays heat 
batons, prying names 
off gates. 
 
You laughed when grass 
    cut me 
syntax-wise and carolers brought 
offerings in towels 
I recognized from somewhere. 
Convinced of air, 
 
not air, the miracle 
of tearing 
down veins:  
 To what’s 
started, I owe 
the rest. 
 
What doesn’t in a month 
veer, or languish  
on a vine is  
adult entertainment? 
 
No, it’s apparent in anger, a rose:     
you know 

it from popular depiction 
clucking 
     the aerosphere or cement intonation 
Sound forced into drama without a script. 
 
I ask the molecule  
the molecule’s motivation… 
it 
Wails  
 
beads 
(of blood) 
deleted everywhere,  



 
kneed light’s service: Swerve—a new 
  
pane. 
Trending in the county (moons in my temples 
 
yammering out) 
 
 
I owe apology to the breached storage 
for dipping into it. 
  
I laundered phrases 
through a life, 
energia 
 
treading dream. 
twice my  eye 
 caught itself 
   assuming  shadow 
be so. 
 
 
  



- 
 
 
: interested me  
into account 
 
environment of interests. 
Who 
 
had    been perfect 
before 
or effort. Had wins 
 performed 
better 
themselves acquiring intensity. 
 
The determined 
bond  
as handwriting  

inhabits my day, known  
as though it wasn’t held: Truer  

when I wait, 
               toplessness’s early sense of air, then 
beached vocations. Docks’ 
 limp  
odes 
lately dorming with a jet’s  
  
  
 passive motion, its banners  
are not answers. Goggles that made their moos  
 
on me mire 
on me breast 
sockets carve   paws, mass 
 allusions, barn markets 
crash testing 
silence in    Landscape 
(flames).  Goes 
 a snail ripening 
a,  tucked loop 
on a clavicle again, 
   fudging, Yours the protruding 

Miles  
turn out 
lockets, ants’ 



faces—As names’ 
three ever  

green’s dark 
 
 
  



- 
 
 
Here I find  shade 
meat worried pinker. 
 
Glade-animate, 
    I walk as   Walker 
 
becomes of me  
the inarticulate 
 
Possibility of right of way succeeding. 
divisionary silence eats away 
 
well these days 
from across a blithe parallel in the cleavage 
past the docks. 
 
The longrun done for 
as an option, 
we have none-notched deliverables, 
only worth 

grids pronouncing screens of sight 
We traffic butterflies 
 
from the wrong end of the wire humanoid, 
daybright a sickened, sliding 
the meter   for  
like a neck       lift 
Simple Thing of my past, 
 
what even 
eyes you have 
in combination! 
 Could’ve  
succeeded the par 
with a brick  
for a hand—I spangle,  
 
instead of my assignment. I felt I’m 
  maimed pans mostly 
bare,y- 
lunged 
 
  



- 
  
 
O  
Lighthouse 
   of failure,   night’s,  
scripture to strike  
contrast—she’s stressable, syllabic, 
creature composing  
her insignia. 
 
And this against  
trusting. 
 
this bench becomes a monument 
to my shifting. 

 
In the time 
it takes 
 to circle 
the epiphany 
     loosens 
to  clammer 
 
 
up a coast,      melts 
 
a sealion: ha, 
a surrealism—steamshapes— 
 
of  a coat shook off 
into a warm, woody foyer 
memory-like patterns  
on the runner,  
a  battery-operated fact 
pattern  
on the wall. 
 

      Bonetalk nears reverb 
in the waist-deep  
pot 
 tipped  
the long way, its substance out 
back  
laps at the need  

to conjugate 



 
coals. watch back 
come towards dimension in literary 
dunes 
as a lack in my sentences hormones 
into a feature 
 
alien   meat 
from  Hollywood  
is tongue-tender, middle 
classers on a weekender 
 
And boutique-y treewands 
  in dialogue 
We reclined, accepting 
 
sniffs of  
 local intelligence 
and contemporary things 
     like marble sacks and seaweed.  
that he is every weather 
   irate, 

and entitled to unmoor 
land from its mapped quality, 
 
That’s  
trackable in daylight, from the colonies 
 changing 
your major after 
 
I wasted my youth, O 
I wasted my youth  
on becoming, we agree and our mouths 
 
on   autopilot. 
the obvious, 
brood of this and endweights, 
 swings like Viking 
 relics  
  cosplaying 

pendulums 
O entertainer 
 
 


